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Terence Craig
Chief Investment Officer
B Bus Sc (Hons), CA (SA), CFA

Dear Fellow Investors

A material milestone for Element was 

passed on 7 April 2018 with our company 

turning 20 years old! It has been an eventful, interesting, 

challenging, inspiring, emotional and (at times) fun journey 

for all of us that have been part of the Element fabric 

for all or part of the last two decades since 7 April 1998.  

We would like to thank all our stakeholders: Clients, Staff, 

Shareholders, Advisors, Consultants and Friends who have 

supported us through the years. We look forward to the 

next 20 years of our Element journey together.

In the first quarter of 2018, global investors were reminded 

that markets are cyclical with volatility returning to asset 

classes in a dramatic way after a benign 2017. At Element, 

we have been concerned for some time that downside risks 

were not being priced appropriately in asset prices and that 

lack of volatility in prices had allowed investors to become 

increasingly complacent about potential outcomes for asset  

prices. 1Q2018 has reminded investors that prices can go 

down as well as up, with many US Tech shares coming 

under pressure towards the end of the quarter and SA’s 

largest share in our Equity indices, Naspers, dropping -16.2% 

over the quarter ending March 2018.

“I’ll be Back”

In our Investment Commentary, portfolio manager (and 

director) Jeleze Hattingh analyses the return of volatility 

to global equity markets in the first quarter in more detail. 

From a 2017 year when markets hardly moved up or down 

on a daily basis, 1Q2018 has shown a number of volatile 

trading days of material moves as investors start factoring 

risks more into company valuations. The leader group of 

companies of the current global equity bull market has 

been the US tech heavyweights – particularly the FAANG 

group of companies (Facebook, Apple, Amazon, Netflix 

& Google). These shares came under pressure at the end 

of the first quarter as issues around abuse of data privacy 

were disclosed. Jeleze highlights these issues in her 

commentary with increased regulatory scrutiny a likelihood 

going forward which may impact on future profitability and 

business models of the global tech giants.

Offshore Misadventures

In his investment article, portfolio manager Andrew Bishop 

highlights the destruction of shareholder value brought 

about by the rush for some SA companies to diversify 

their earnings bases away from SA by investing and 

acquiring companies offshore. “Diworseifying” is a much 

more appropriate description as highlighted by investing 

legend, Peter Lynch. Former SA equity market “darlings” 

Woolworths, Brait and Famous Brands all made material 

acquisitions offshore, hyped by the management teams at 

the time, that have destroyed material value for shareholders 

as a result. The worst culprit was Brait that bought UK “fast 

fashion leader” New Look for R14.5bn in June 2015 only to 

write the investment down to zero a mere two years later! 

Yes – you read that correctly – R14.5bn written down to zero 

only two years later. About that due diligence!

As always we publish our quarterly voting track record 

in this newsletter for the companies held in our portfolio.  

Our long-term voting track record (shown since 2001) may 

be viewed on our website (www.elementim.co.za). 

Lastly, we welcome any feedback you may have on  

our newsletter or any other aspect of our business – 

including over the last 20 years! Please e-mail me at 

terence@elementim.co.za or call 021-426 1313 if you have 

any comments, suggestions or questions. 

ELEMENT turns 20!
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“I’ll be back” 

Jeleze Hattingh
Portfolio Manager
M Sc (Cum Laude), CFA, CMT

Remember “SKYNET”?

For those of you not too well versed 

with the “The Terminator’s” main antagonist, a quick 

reminder courtesy of Wikipedia: “Skynet is a fictional 

neural net-based conscious group mind and artificial 

general intelligence system that features centrally in the 

Terminator franchise and serves as the franchise’s main 

and true antagonist. Skynet was originally built as a “Global 

Information Grid/Digital Defense Network”, and later given 

command over all computerized military hardware and 

systems… The strategy behind Skynet’s creation was to 

remove the possibility of human error and slow reaction 

time to guarantee a fast, efficient response to enemy 

attack.”

Well, it is back in a Chinese form…called “SKY NET”! China’s 

nationwide surveillance system (comprising of artificial 

intelligence, dynamic facial recognition technology,  

GPS tracking and 20 million CCTV cameras) is able to scan 

faces and compare them with its database of criminals at a 

rate of 3 billion per second, i.e. double the entire population 

of China every second! It is now operational across  

16 provinces, cities and autonomous regions, and will 

officially be used to locate criminal suspects and find missing 

children. However, ‘mission creep’ happens everywhere and 

concerns are being raised regarding breaches of personal 

privacy. (Does this sound familiar? Similar issues have been 

raised  recently at Facebook and Google…) As an example, 

in early March 2018 Shenzhen Police launched an online 

platform to publish information concerning pedestrians 

who jaywalk. Each offender’s photo, surname, personal 

ID number and the time of each offence is shown on a 

big screen at the crossroads for everyone to see. Facial 

recognition is even being used in public restrooms, where 

your face is scanned before a machine spits out a strip 

of toilet paper, and it will not dispense more to the same 

person until nine minutes have passed!

Now imagine Sky Net’s surveillance system coupled with 

the Chinese government’s planned Social Credit System (to 

be launched nationwide in 2020)…a world where many of 

your daily activities are constantly monitored and evaluated: 

what you buy at the shops and online, where you are at 

any given time, who your friends are and how you interact 

with them, how many hours you spend watching content or 

playing video games, and what bills and taxes you pay (or 

not). And now imagine a system where all these behaviours 

and activities are rated as either positive or negative and 

distilled into a single number, according to rules set by the 

government. Actions that can harm one’s personal credit 

record include fairly benign behavior like not showing up 

to a restaurant without having cancelled the reservation, 

cheating in online games, leaving false product reviews, and 

jaywalking. Citizens with low ratings will then encounter a 

variety of “social punishments”, including slower internet 

speeds, restricted access to restaurants and being labelled 

as “not qualified” to book flights or high-speed train tickets.

It’s arguably easy to say that this is only happening in China, 

and that under Western Democratic rule this will probably 

not happen. But does China really have the most advanced 

public surveillance and social data capturing systems, or is 

it the only government that is willing to go public and admit 

it? Take for instance the outrage following the Cambridge 

Analytica debacle in March 2018, that was enough to send 

the share prices of data-collecting giants like Google and 

Facebook tumbling by more than 15%, wiping billions off 

the tech companies’ combined market caps.

For Facebook, Amazon and Google, privacy and data 

practices are going to be scrutinized heavily going forward. 

Even without the newly rediscovered fears of an Orwellian 

“Big Brother” watching over us (or our data being exploited 

for political / marketing / social manipulation), common 

sense also dictates that true innovation will invariably invite 

regulatory action at some point. As a result nothing that 

happened across the tech sector in March should have been 

a complete surprise to investors.

The return of fragile markets

With that fun (or scary 1984’ish reminiscence) intro done, 

let us shift our focus back to the first three months of 2018 

where we were reminded that markets are more fragile 

than what many  investors thought. In 2017 there were 

only 4 trading days were the S&P moved by more than 1% 

(either up or down). In 1Q2018, there have already been 

23 daily moves larger than 1%, driven both by the return 

of inflation concerns (e.g. the February sell-off when the 

market reacted more strongly and with less skepticism to 

evidence of inflationary pressures than previously seen) 
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as well as the rout in the global tech darlings aka FAANGs 

(Facebook, Amazon, Apple, Netflix, Google). The tit-for-tat  

tariff exchange between Washington and Beijing at the 

end of the quarter led directly to the worst week for US 

stocks in more than two years, whilst the price action in 

Tesla and a number of other high-flying stocks highlighted  

that sentiment on high speculation, lower quality stocks 

may be turning. 

In this article we are going to touch on some of the more 

important themes that made their re-appearance during 

the first quarter:

“I’ll be back” – Market darlings starting to lose ‘face’

Bull markets are often marked by the anointment of a single 

group of stocks, and the attractive themes and memes 

surrounding this group is among the factors that support the 

market’s continued rally in the face of extreme valuations. 

Just think about the Nifty-Fifty in the 1960s, oil stocks in the 

‘70s, and tech stocks in the late ‘90s. These companies all 

had great business models and unchallenged leadership in 

their markets, but more importantly were viewed as having 

captured the future and thus were sure bets to be winners 

in the years to come. Howard Marks, the co-chairman of 

Oaktree Capital, pointed out some other beliefs that usually 

assist in driving the share prices of these companies higher, 

all which sound unnervingly too applicable to the global 

market leaders today:

 “blind trust in a virtuous circle incapable of being 

interrupted;

 religious conviction that, given the companies’ 

fundamental (future) merit, there’s no price too high for 

their stocks; and

 a willing suspension of any disbelief that allows investors 

to extrapolate these positive views to infinity.”

A poster child of the above beliefs justifying a share price 

is Tesla (the US electric vehicle and battery manufacturer), 

which is seen as “having survived on the kindness of the 

clueless financial media, complacent debt investors, 

and tech-investors trying to relive the Internet Bubble.1”  

Bear in mind that Tesla does not make profits, has never met 

its own production targets, bleeds cash and is estimated 

to need to raise at least $2 billion (after its recent credit 

rating downgrade) to cover its obligations… but is  still seen 

by investors as one of the market darlings that can’t do 

anything wrong! 

Technology and innovation have a habit of running ahead 

of themselves (and of regulation) – in many cases the 

companies’ competitive advantage eventually turns out 

to be either illusory or short-lived, and their ‘priced-to-

perfection’ stock prices revert to more normal valuation 

multiples - resulting in substantial equity underperformance. 

It’s never clear what the catalyst of a de-rating will be, but 

it always happens.

During the last couple of years, the US Tech Sector (and 

by association also the Chinese Big 3 Tech giants: Tencent, 

Alibaba and Baidu) has been the anointed leader group 

driving the extended, and now extremely high valuation, 

global equity bull market rally – and cracks are appearing. 

If the US global tech giants de-rate, it is likely that they will 

pull the multiples of the Chinese Big 3 down with them 

through a global investor revaluation and rotation out of 

tech shares – which in turn would have consequences for 

investors in SA-listed Naspers…and by default specifically 

passive investors tracking the ALSI, SWIX or a multiple of 

other benchmark cognisant funds.  

As a reminder, at the end of 1Q2018, Naspers was 17.4% of the 

ALSI and 21.1% of SWIX – even after dropping -16.2% during 

the quarter largely owing to contagion from the FAANG 

shares’ sell-off. As a relative comparison, the weight of the  

5 FAANG shares in the US S&P500 Equity Index is 12% 

(which is material given that there are 500 shares in the 

index, with Apple having the largest weighting of 3.8%). If the 

Tech sell-off continues, it should have an outsized negative 

effect on the Equity indices which in turn could lead to  

further technical and algorithmic triggered selling pressure.

The above illustrates that a passive investment strategy is 

still an active decision to invest in shares that are index 

heavyweights, regardless of valuation levels. As an aside, 

the number of ETFs (>3 million) world-wide are now 

dwarfing the number of listed companies (c. 52,000) by  

58 times! With such choice it raises questions about the 

risks investors may be (un)willingly taking on in their  

choice of ETF.  At Element, we have always believed that 

passive and active investment strategies are not mutually 

exclusive and investors can benefit over the long-term by 

selecting an appropriate combination of both active and 

passive investments.  

But back to the market darlings again – the question is 

what will make the FAANGs de-rate. History has shown that 

companies which are too dominant are usually attacked 

1 As per “The Heisenberg Report”, March 2018.
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(normalized) in three ways: competition, regulation and 

dubious management decisions. Today’s global giants are 

seen to have become too dominant and “anti-competitive” 

– and from a sentiment view have started interfering with 

civil liberties (aka politics) in the pursuit of profit. What 

we are currently seeing is the start of a combination of 

increased competition, as well as heightened government 

scrutiny that will potentially lead to increased regulation. 

Examples of these are:

 Competition: 

• The FAANGs have obliterated almost all other 

competition in the past couple of years due to their 

innovation and deep pockets (courtesy of sky-high 

valuations), but their biggest competition going 

forward will likely be each other. And it’s not going to 

be a pretty fight... Some examples are:

– Facebook vs Google vs Amazon as the collector of 

Big Data:

- The data mining capability race is currently on 

between Facebook and Google. Google for 

instance knows everywhere you’ve been, the 

time of day you went there, and even the random 

things that you are wondering about and feel 

as if you can’t ask anyone else… just Google it! 

Facebook’s success in gathering personal data 

to use for advertising, and the current backlash 

against it, has thrown the company’s whole 

business model into question. 

– Amazon vs Google as the primary search engine 

(and advertising revenue collector):

- In the US over 50% of internet searches are 

no longer initiated on Google, but rather on 

Amazon Prime, hitting Google’s ad sale model 

as well!

– Amazon vs Tesla vs Uber vs Global Auto companies 

as the self-driving electric car manufacturer of the 

future:

- Tesla is not the only entity focusing on automated 

self-driving cars – it is a race to see who can 

fine-tune the technology first.  Waymo is the 

Alphabet subsidiary (Google’s sibling under the 

Alphabet umbrella) that’s recently entered the 

self-driving car race. During March 2018, they 

announced a partnership with Jaguar to build 

20,000 cars that will be fully electric and fully 

autonomous, and are planning their launch of a 

driverless ride-sharing service in Phoenix before 

the end of 2018, with current testing already 

successfully underway.

 Increased regulation:

• History has shown that when companies become too 

dominant and display unfettered control over markets 

can lead to political incentives for increased regulation 

over time. Some historical examples are:

– Standard Oil (owned by JD Rockefeller) was broken 

up into 34 companies in 1911 (incl. ExxonMobil, 

Chevron and ConocoPhillips);

– AT&T “Ma Bell” – was broken up into regional 

“Baby Bells” in 1980s (separating long-distance vs 

regional telephone calls):

– Facebook, Amazon, Apple, Google – one has to ask 

whether history will repeat itself. 

• If we look at the current Twitter attack on Amazon, it 

seems as if President Trump is not necessarily going 

after Amazon due to its “unfair advantage over the US 

Postal Service”, but more likely because he is targeting 

independent media (in this case, the Washington Post 

– owned by Jeff Bezos, Amazon’s CEO). Trump is 

doing what populists throughout history have done – 

they target independent media. Whether it is through 

regulatory intimidation, tax raids (think Erdogan’s 

approach in Turkey) or the simple directing of state 

advertising to friendly outlets (Zuma’s ANN7 and 

New Age state advertising “handouts” is an example 

very close to home), the extent of Trump’s impact still 

remains to be seen.

And lastly, investors who have been in the market for long 

enough know that even great fundamentals can become 

overpriced and thus pave the way for future share price 

losses. The FAANGs will most likely survive the next 

couple of years and remain profitable. But their current 

lofty valuations and profit margins probably won’t, and 

it’s already starting to show in their stock prices. It is still  

early days relative to their share price moves over the last 

few years, but the speedbump hit in March 2018 contains 

an ominous warning as these issues can gain a momentum 

of their own – and that could be problematic for a bull 

market built on the FAANGs once-believed-to-be-infallible 

upwards trajectory.
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“I’ll be back” - The return of the dreaded Volatility:

The global consensus trade for 2017 was to be short 

volatility, and in all fairness, the trade worked spectacularly 

well… the VIX2 traded in a tight range of 9-16 during 2017, 

lulling some investors into a false sense of complacency. 

To illustrate the extreme low volatility experienced in 2017, 

we have compared the daily moves in the S&P500 over 

numerous periods going back to 1928 below. It clearly 

demonstrates the complacent state of the markets in 2017:

 

Daily 
move in 
S&P500

Days 
Down

Days 
Flat

Days Up

Trading period
# 

Trading 
Days

< -1%
-1%< 

and <1%
> 1%

Jan 1928 - Mar 2018 22 669 12% 76% 12%

Jan 1998 - Mar 2018 5 093 14% 72% 14%

Jan 2008 - Mar 2018 2 579 13% 73% 14%

2017 251 2% 96% 2%

1Q18 61 18% 62% 20%

Source: Reuters, Element Investment Managers, Data to 31 March 2018

That all changed on 5 February 2018, when the VIX 

more than doubled to 37 in a single day, the first time 

in history! This happened on the back of the Dow Jones 

Industrial Average declining by 1,175 points (its largest  

point drop in one day ever) and the S&P500 entering 

correction territory (a decline of 10% or more from its 

previous high). Below is a graph showing the VIX on top,  

and the daily % moves of the S&P500 for the period  

1 January 2017 – 31 March 2018 on the bottom, highlighting 

the spike and step-change that occurred in February.

 

Because it measures volatility, the VIX was essentially 

signaling a haywire day in the markets. While the VIX’s 

sudden spike was out of the ordinary, it wasn’t catastrophic 

for the markets at large. Those investors betting against it, 

however, were completely wiped out. A few billion dollars 

vanished as products that trade at the inverse of the VIX, 

which wagered on the market’s stability, essentially fell 

to zero. One of the most highly traded products, Credit 

Suisse’s Velocity Shares Daily Inverse VIX Short-Term ETN 

was down 93% (from 108 to 4) in 2 trading sessions –  

the fund lost c$2 billion of investor’s money and had to 

close down.

Increased volatility usually creates stock specific 

opportunities that an active manager like Element can 

take advantage of for investors. Volatility has returned, 

and appears here to stay – which is another reason to 

consider adding an active investment approach to a passive 

approach at the current part of the market cycle. 

We wrote extensively about the importance of being active 

shareholders in our previous quarterly newsletter, and this 

trend is continuing in 2018. Investors saw a renewed focus 

on corporate governance and responsible investing, with 

the Steinhoff accounting fraud followed by a heightened 

focus (specifically from short sellers) on other highly-rated 

companies such as the Resilient property stable, Capitec 

and Aspen. 

The importance of including an active, value-driven 

investment style appears to be making its return after 

years of low volatility, and over-priced "darlings" grinding 

the market higher. At Element, we believe that in this 

environment of heightened volatility and overvalued 

markets, it is prudent to continue to position our portfolios 

to protect, and also to grow our investors’ wealth, despite all 

our notes of caution as per the above. Markets are cyclical, 

and stock-picking and fundamentals will start to play  

an ever increasing role again – an opportune market for 

value managers. 

2 The CBOE Volatility Index (“VIX”) measures the expectation of volatility of options on the S&P 500. It is also called the “Fear Gauge”, as it goes up when 
investors are nervous and remains low when they are not.

Heading

Source: Reuters, Element Investment Managers, 1 January 2017 – 31 March 2018
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Andrew Bishop
Investment Analyst 
B Bus Sc, CA (SA), CFA

“Instead of buying back shares or raising 

dividends, profitable companies often 

prefer to blow their money on foolish 

acquisitions. The dedicated diworseifier 

seeks out merchandise that is (1) overpriced and (2) 

completely beyond his or her realm of understanding.  

This ensures that losses will be maximized.” Peter Lynch, 

One Up on Wall Street.  

We have seen a number of South African based companies 

make offshore acquisitions over the past couple of years to 

diversify earnings away from South Africa. There have been 

two reasons given for this: (1) to generate “hard currency” 

earnings and (2) to diversify away from the increasing political 

and economic risks in South Africa. The list below shows a 

sample of the South African based industrial companies 

that have ventured offshore since 2014. There have been 

some successes but the disappointments have outweighed 

these. Like we have seen in previous cycles, South African 

companies have found it difficult to expand offshore.   

Brait, Woolworths and Famous Brands appeared to have 

made the largest mistakes from the sample with their share 

prices down -72%, -23% and -33% respectively from the 

date of acquisition. Brait and Woolworths have also made 

the larges impairments to these acquisitions. All three of 

these companies were highly regarded by the market at the 

date of acquisition largely due to the good performance  of 

their South African businesses. Management then decided 

to make large offshore acquisitions, which in hindsight has 

been a mistake and has destroyed shareholder value.

Brait:

Brait’s share price rose to a peak of R167/share in  

March 2016 on the back of the sale of their 37% stake in 

Pepkor (R30bn) in March 2015 and subsequent acquisition 

of both New Look (R15bn) and Virgin Active (R13bn) in 

the United Kingdom. Due to a weak performance from  

their New Look business, its share price slumped by 78%  

to R38/share.

Offshore Misadventures

Date Company Target Country
%  

Holding
Amount 

(Rm)
%  

Mcap

Price at 
Acquisition 
(R/share)

Price at  
31 Mar 2018  
(R/share)

%  
change

01 Aug 14 Woolworths David Jones Australia 100% 21400 31% 78 60 -23%

01 Aug 14 Spar BWG Ireland 80% 799 4% 127 203 59%

15 Jan 15 Foschini Phase Eight UK 85% 2472 8% 145 224 55%

26 Jun 15 Brait New Look UK 80% 14407 24% 118 36 -69%

30 Jun 15 Oceana Daybrook USA 100% 4641 40% 94 83 -12%

16 Jul 15 Brait Virgin Active UK 70% 12715 19% 131 36 -72%

04 Dec 15 Truworths Office UK 89% 3371 9% 89 108 21%

01 Apr 16 Spar Spar Switzerland Switzerland 60% 910 3% 201 203 1%

07 Oct 16 Famous Brands Gourmet Burger UK 100% 1816 11% 167 112 -33%

Source: Company reports and Reuters

BATJ.J Price

BATJ.J / ALSI Price Relative

Source: Reuters, 6 April 2018

Source: Reuters, 6 April 2018
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New Look was acquired for R14.5bn in June 2015 with 

high aspirations from both management and the market. 

Management viewed it as a leader in “fast fashion” with the 

opportunity to expand internationally. Brait had a history 

of successful acquisitions, management was rated highly, 

Christo Wiese was the largest shareholder and the outlook 

for offshore appeared more positive than South Africa. 

What could go wrong?

Two years later we see management reducing their valuation 

of the business to zero with the comment: “until such time 

as its turnaround strategy has taken shape”.  

The UK clothing market has been faced with pressures 

from online retail and weak trading environment for the 

bricks and mortar retailers. New Look underperformed the 

market due to internal strategic issues and high debt levels  

(debt levels weren’t a concern in 2015 and 2016). 

Brait’s got their investment spectacularly wrong with 

the investment reducing by R14.5bn in just over 2 years. 

Acquisition risk tends to be underestimated both by 

management as well as the market participants. 

Woolworths:     

Woolworths expanded into Australia with the acquisition  

of Country Road in 1998. They have been relatively 

successful with their foray into Australia compared to other 

South African retailers who had to retreat from Australia. 

Pick n Pay exited their Franklins operation in September 

2011 and Truworths discontinued their Australian venture 

(Sportsgirl) in 2000. The initial years of the Country Road 

acquisitions were plagued by low and volatile margins 

with losses in 1998 and 2001. The business today looks  

in far better shape with higher margins. The concern is  

that we tend to forget how long it took Woolworths to 

improve the quality of the business. The tough early days 

are easily forgotten.  

Woolworths increased their bet on Australia in August 2015 

with the R21bn acquisition (31% of market capitalization) 

of the department store, David Jones. Country Road  

and Woolworths Clothing South Africa were performing 

well at this point and management could show they had 

expertise in running clothing operations in both Australia 

and South Africa. 

The investment in David Jones was initially optimistically 

perceived by the market with the Woolworths share price 

increasing to over R100/share and forward PE above 20x 

in October 2015. The signs were positive with management 

highly regarded, Woolworth’s core operation performing 

well and an positive view on Woolworth’s ability to 

turnaround the struggling David Jones.  

Similar to Brait, we saw the underperformance of the 

acquisition. The share price came under pressure and 

reduced from a high above R100/share in 2015 to the 

current level of R60/share in 2018. This level was similar to 

the (discounted) Rights issue price of R59.50 in September 

2014 (R10bn rights issue to fund David Jones acquisition). 

In December 2017, about 2.5 years after the acquisition, 

management impaired the investment by R6.9bn (1/3rd 

of the acquisition value). The impairment was driven by a 

weak Australian market and the inability of Woolworth’s 

management to implement a turnaround in David Jones. 

A key part of the turnaround strategy was to increase the 

participation of private label clothing. Although Woolworths 

has skills in this area, they have been unable to deliver on 

this strategy to date. We again see that acquisition risk 

tends to be underestimated.    

WHLj.j Price

WHLj.j / ALSI Price Relative

Source: Reuters, 6 April 2018

Source: Reuters, 6 April 2018
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Famous Brands

  

Famous Brands was a darling of the JSE with a share price 

increasing from R6/share in October 2004 to R167/share 

in October 2016 (a 28 bagger!). The share price growth 

was driven by outstanding earnings growth in their South 

African operations. Their management team had driven a 

number of successful strategies in the local market which 

has seen them  (1) grow their core local business, (2) expand 

into adjacent food service brands through acquisition as 

well as (3) expanding supply chain and manufacturing to 

support their network of brands.  

The business was successful in South Africa but was running 

out of runway in the local market. With global ambitions, 

a large offshore acquisition was sought. This offshore 

expansion was satisfied with the acquisition of Gourmet 

Burger Kitchen (GBK) in October 2016 for R1.8bn. This was 

a UK burger business with a corporate restaurant model 

as opposed to the franchise model employed in South 

Africa. The Famous Brands Group had skills in both the UK 

market (through Wimpy) and corporates restaurant model 

(through Tasha’s) although this was not their core focus.   

Then Famous Brands shocked the market. GBK reported 

a loss before interest and tax for the 6 months ended  

31 August 2017, less than one year after the acquisition. 

Thus, we saw a successful South African management 

team make a large error in its offshore acquisition in very 

short space of time. We again see that acquisition risks 

were underestimated and management overestimated their  

skills in a new geographic regions (UK) and business  

models (corporate restaurants). 

Lessons to Learn:

 It is difficult to predict both the successful and 

unsuccessful acquisitions ex-ante

 We tend to underestimate the probability of acquisitions 

disappointing 

 We tend to underestimate the extent to which 

acquisitions disappoint

 Acquisition risks tend to be underestimated

 Few South African companies are able to successfully 

expand offshore

 Sellers tend to know more about the business and 

market than the acquirer

 Sellers can time their exit of the business when 

conditions are favourable

We have seen a number of South African companies 

favour offshore acquisitions at the expense of other capital 

allocation options. The rationale has been supported 

by weak local conditions. But in hindsight management 

have made an expensive error in expanding offshore with 

impairments of R15bn and R7bn in the case of Brait and 

Woolworths respectively.   

Peter Lynch’s warning on acquisitions was quoted at the start 

of this article. He highlights management’s preference to 

increase the size of the business through “diworseification” 

at the expense of other capital allocation options such as 

share buy backs and dividends. 

Despite Peter Lynch’s caution on acquisitions he highlights 

two opportunities to take advantage of the “diworseification” 

process. One opportunity is to sell your business to the 

acquiring company and another opportunity is to take 

advantage of the subsequent turnaround of a company 

that has made a number of bad acquisitions1.

Warren Buffett warns us on acquisitions: “In the search, 

we adopt the same attitude one might find appropriate in 

looking for a spouse: It pays to be open, active, interested 

and open-minded, but it does not pay to be in hurry.2”

1 Peter Lynch with John Rothschild, One Up on Wall Street, 1989.
2 Berkshire Hathaway Letter to Shareholders, 1992.

FBRJ.J Price

FBRJ.J / ALSI Price Relative

Source: Reuters, 6 April 2018

Source: Reuters, 6 April 2018
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The quotes above highlight the risks inherent in acquisitions 

and the rush for management to perform acquisitions.  

It is important to note that these words were penned in  

1989 and 1992 respectively, over 25 years ago! The warnings 

of 25 years ago are still valid in today’s world. Despite the 

failures of these large offshore acquisitions we expect 

management teams to continue to make costly acquisitions 

in fashionable sectors of the market. As investors, we hope 

to see through the noise and not underestimate the risks 

inherent in acquisitions. 
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Fund Reports 31 MARCH 2018

Element Balanced Sanlam  
Collective Investments Fund2

Element Specialist Income 
Sanlam Collective  
Investments Fund2

Element Global Equity  
Sanlam Collective  
Investments Fund

Portfolio Manager
Terence Craig 

Jeléze Hattingh
Terence Craig 

Jeléze Hattingh
Terence Craig

Inception date November 2009 December 2013 February 2011

Classification SA Multi-Asset High Equity
South African  

Multi-Asset Income
Global General Equity

Benchmark
Average of total return  

of Multi-Asset High Equity 
category

110% STEFI
MSCI World Index Total Return 

(in ZAR)

TER  3.10%  1.00% 2.33%

Performance (Net of fees)1 FUND BENCHMARK FUND BENCHMARK FUND BENCHMARK

Since inception (un-annualised) 75,9% 109,5% 29,9% 36,9% 166,7% 213,0%

Annualised since inception 7,0% 9,2% 6,3% 7,6% 14,7% 17,3%

10 year (annualised) No 10 year performance yet No 10 year performance yet No 10 year performance yet

5 year (annualised) 6,1% 7,2% No 5 year performance yet 13,0% 15,8%

3 year (annualised) 7,4% 3,1% 8,7% 8,0% 3,5% 7,6%

1 Year -1,7% 3,2% 2,9% 8,2% 1,0% 0,4%

HIGH LOW HIGH LOW HIGH LOW

12m rolling total rate of return 21.1% -3.3% 12.3% 0.9% 61.3% -11.4%

1Performance figures for Class A except Global Equity for Class B.
2Performance figures include weighted ABIL Retention Fund performance.

Element Earth Equity  
Sanlam Collective  
Investments Fund

Element Flexible  
Sanlam Collective  
Investments Fund

Element Real Income  
Sanlam Collective  
Investments Fund

Portfolio Manager
Terence Craig

Andrew Bishop*
Terence Craig 

Jeléze Hattingh
Terence Craig 

Jeléze Hattingh

Inception date October 2001 October 2001 October 2002

Classification SA General Equity SA Multi-Asset Flexible SA Multi-Asset Low Equity

Benchmark FTSE/JSE All Share Index CPI+5% CPI+3%

TER 1.91%  2.07% 1.70%

Performance (Net of fees)1 FUND BENCHMARK FUND2 BENCHMARK FUND2 BENCHMARK

Since inception (un-annualised) 612,4% 961,1% 568,1% 439,8% 338,9% 244,9%

Annualised since inception 12,8% 15,5% 12,3% 10,8% 10,1% 8,4%

10 year (annualised) 4,0% 9,7% 6,1% 10,6% 6,9% 8,6%

5 year (annualised) 1,7% 10,0% 4,8% 10,2% 6,2% 8,2%

3 year (annualised) 3,8% 5,1% 5,6% 10,3% 6,7% 8,3%

1 Year 3,4% 9,6% 0,1% 8,6% 0,9% 6,6%

HIGH LOW HIGH LOW HIGH LOW

12m rolling total rate of return 37.4% -17.1% 23.2% 4.9% 15.1% -2.2%

Source and Date: MoneyMate, 31 March 2018
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Element Islamic Equity  
Sanlam Collective  
Investments Fund

Element Islamic Balanced  
Sanlam Collective  
Investments Fund

Element Islamic Global Equity 
Sanlam Collective  
Investments Fund

Portfolio Manager Shamier Khan Shamier Khan Shamier Khan

Inception date February 2006 April 2010 October 2012

Classification SA General Equity SA Multi-Asset High Equity Global General Equity

Benchmark
Average of Shari'ah  

General Equity Funds  
with a 1 year track record

Average of Shari’ah  
Balanced Equity Funds  

with a 1 year track record

Dow Jones Islamic Market  
World Index Total Return 

(in ZAR)

TER 2.03% 2.08%  2.30%

Performance (Net of fees) FUND BENCHMARK FUND BENCHMARK FUND BENCHMARK

Since inception (un-annualised) 105.3% 160.0% 50,9% 97,1% 81.2% 134.5%

Annualised since Inception 6.1% 8.2% 5,3% 8,9% 11.6% 17.0%

10 year (annualised) 3.3% 5.2% No 10 year performance yet No 10 year performance yet

5 year (annualised) 3.1% 6.1% 5,7% 7,1% 9.8% 15.3%

3 year (annualised) 3.9% 2.9% 6,2% 4,2% 1.2% 8.1%

1 Year 1.9% 1.1% 4,4% 2,2% -6.8% 2.5%

HIGH LOW HIGH LOW HIGH LOW

12m rolling total rate of return 21.5% -13.3% 15.6% -5.5% 39.9% -10.8%

1 Performance figures for Class A
* Under supervision

Figures quoted are from Element Investment Managers (Pty) Limited, for the period ended March 2018, for a lump sum investment, using NAV-NAV 
figures net of fees with income distributions reinvested on the ex-dividend date.

The Total Expense Ratios (TERs) are calculated for the most expensive Retail classes, and for the period 1 October 2014 to 30 September 2017.  
A higher TER does not necessarily imply a poor return nor does a low TER imply a good return. The current TERs cannot be regarded as indicative 
of future TERs.

An annualised rate of return is the average rate of return per year, measured over a period either longer or shorter than one year, such as a month,  
or two years, annualised for comparison with a one-year return. 

The highest and lowest 12-month returns are based on a 12-month rolling period over 10 years or since inception where the performance history does 
not exist for 10 years. 

More performance related information is available from the Manager, or alternatively on the publically available Minimum Disclosure Documents.  
This includes cumulative performance figures, as well as the highest and lowest annual figures over a rolling 12 month period.

Source and Date: MoneyMate, 31 March 2018
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Element’s Voting Record: 1Q2018

No. of meetings voted at during 1Q2018 7 100%

Voted against/abstained on at least 1 res. 6 86%

Meetings attended 0 0%

Number of resolutions 101 100%

Voted FOR management 79 78%

Voted AGAINST management 21 21%

Abstentions 1 1%

Withdrawn resolutions 0 0%

Voting Against – Selected Examples 1Q2018

Barloworld  Remuneration Policy
Lack of disclosure relating to the 
R33m of “other benefits” paid to 
the outgoing CEO. 

Tiger Brands Chairman fees
Fees appear high in relation  
to peers. 

Quantum
Directors 
appointment

Voted against Burton and Karaan. 
The board lacks independent 
directors and both have links to 
other boards within the larger  
PSG Group.

Responsible Investment – First Quarter 2018

2000
Element awarded Futuregrowth Pure Equity Fund Mandate

- In June 2000 Element becomes the investment manager of the 

Futuregrowth Pure Equity Fund (currently named the Old Mutual 

Albaraka Equity Fund - a unit trust with a restricted mandate based 

on Islamic principles). Element was the investment manager of this 

fund until March 2005.

2003
Element establishes a joint venture with Futuregrowth and  

Albaraka Bank

- In June 2003 Element established a joint venture with Futuregrowth, 

Albaraka Bank and Channel Islam to market the newly named 

Futuregrowth Albaraka Equity Fund to the SA Islamic community.

2004
Element wins 3 Raging Bull Awards in the Unit Trust General  

Equity Sector

- In January 2004 the Futuregrowth Albaraka Equity Fund managed 

by Element was awarded the ACI/Personal Finance Raging Bull 

Awards for the three years ending 31 December 2003 in the General 

Equity sector:

- Top Performing Fund

- Most Consistent Performing Fund

- Best Sortino Risk-Adjusted Performing Fund

2005
- Element earns a further Raging Bull Award and establishes  

SA’s first Sukuk

- In February 2005 the Futuregrowth Albaraka Equity Fund managed 

by Element was awarded the ACI/Personal Finance Raging Bull 

Award for Most Consistent Performing Fund in the General Equity 

Sector for the three years ending 31 December 2004. 

- Futuregrowth decides to manage the Futuregrowth Albaraka Equity 

Fund internally from April 2005. 

- Element Establishes an Independent Shari’ah Supervisory Board 

(“SSB”) and Internal Head of Shari’ah 

- Mufti Mohammed Ali (Chairman)   

Senior Lecturer: Darul Uloom Zakariyya

- Mufti Ashraf Qureshi  

Member of the SA Board of Muftis

- Mufti Ahmed Suliman 

Aalim & Ifta’ completed at Darul Uloom Zakariyya

- Mufti Yusuf Suliman (Internal) 

CSAA (AAOIFI) and Head of Markaz Al Noor

- Element co-founds the first SA Institutional Islamic Balanced Fund  

- both Reg 28 and Shari’ah compliant

- Element becomes the First SA Investment Manager to launch a 

Murabaha Sukuk (a Shari’ah compliant cash investment product) in 

conjunction with Nedbank.

2006
Element establishes its Islamic Equity Unit Trust

- Element launches its Islamic Equity Unit Trust Fund in February 2006.

2007
Element awarded Full AAOIFI Membership 

- Element becomes the first SA Investment Manager to be awarded 

Full Membership of the Accounting and Auditing Organisation for 

Islamic Financial Institutions (AAOIFI).

2010
Element establishes its Islamic Balanced Unit Trust

- Element launches its Islamic Balanced Fund (Reg 28 compliant) in 

April 2010.

2012
Element establishes its Islamic Global Equity Unit Trust

- Element launches its Islamic Global Equity Fund in October 2012.

2013
- Shamier Khan becomes Shari’ah Portfolio Manager in October 2013.

2014
- We invested in South Africa’s inaugural global US dollar-based  

sukuk based on an attractive valuation and in order to diversify 

portfolio risk.

- We entered into our first Shari’ah compliant forward exchange 

contract (FEC) in order to reduce currency risk.

2015
- Element rated by PMR Africa as the best “asset management 

company” in the Shari’ah sector.
2016

- Best performing Shari’ah Balanced Fund for the year.
2017

- Best performing Shari’ah Balanced Fund for the year.

- Best performing Shari’ah Equity Fund for the year.

Full details and basis of the awards are available from the Manager.

Shari’ah Investment Track Record
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Minimum Disclosures

STATUTORY INFORMATION

• Collective Investment Schemes in Securities (CIS) prices are calculated on a Net Asset Value (NAV) basis, which is the total value of all assets in the Fund, 
including any income accrual and less all permissible deductions in terms of the Act, divided by the number of units in issue. Permissible deductions include 
brokerage, MST, auditor’s fees, bank charges, trustee fees and service charges of the manager. Different classes of participatory interests apply to this Fund and 
are subject to different fees and charges. Performance is shown for the most expensive class of the Fund and individual investor performance may differ as a 
result of initial fees, actual investment date, date of any subsequent reinvestment and any dividend withholding tax. A schedule of fees, charges and maximum 
commissions is available on request from the manager. The annual management fee is levied monthly on the daily value of the Fund, and no performance fees 
are charged. Commission and incentives may be paid and if so, would be included in the overall costs.

• Performance is based on NAV to NAV calculations with income reinvestments done on the ex-div date. Performance is calculated for the portfolio and the 
individual investor performance may differ as a result of initial fees, actual investment date, date of reinvestment and dividend withholding tax. The manager 
has the right to close the portfolio to new investors in order to manager it more efficiently in accordance with its mandate. The Manager retains full legal 
responsibility for the co-brand portfolio.

• CIS are traded at ruling prices and can engage in scrip lending and borrowing (except for the Element Islamic Funds). Transaction cut-off time is at 14h00 
daily, and the Fund is valued daily at 15h00 using forward pricing. Fund prices are published each business day at www.elementim.co.za and in select media 
publications.

• CIS are generally medium- to long-term investments. The value of participatory interests may go down as well as up and past performance is not necessarily a 
guide to the future. The manager does not provide any guarantee with respect to the capital or the return of the Fund. Fluctuations or movements in exchange 
rates may cause the value of underlying international investments to go up or down.

• The Minimum Disclosure Documents are available both on Element Investment Managers’ website (www.elementim.co.za) as well as Sanlam Collective 
Investments’ website (www.sanlaminvestments.com). Alternatively investors can contact either Element Investment Managers or Sanlam Collective Investments 
directly. These documents contain key information which should assist investors in understanding the respective collective investment scheme product.

• Prior to 8 July 2017 the portfolios were administered by Element Unit Trusts Limited.
• Element Investment Managers is committed to handling client complaints in a timely and fair manner and has implemented systems and procedures to satisfy 

this commitment. The detailed Complaints Handling and Resolution Procedure is available on www.elementim.co.za, or can be requested directly from the 
manager. Any complaint should be lodged, in writing, with the Compliance Officer at Element Investment Managers at utclientservices@elementim.co.za

• Sanlam Collective Investments’ trustee is Standard Bank of South Africa Ltd, Tel: +27 (21) 441-4100, E-mail: Compliance-SANLAM@standardbank.co.za
• Sanlam Collective Investments (RF) (Pty) Ltd is an approved Manager in terms of the Collective Investment Schemes Control Act, 2002.
 2 Strand Road, Bellville 7530. P.O. Box 30, Sanlamhof, 7532. Tel: +27 (21) 916-1800, Fax: +27 (21) 947-8224 

Email: service@sanlaminvestments.com. Website: www.sanlamunittrusts.co.za

GENERAL RISKS

• Macro-economic risk: Investments are sensitive to the developments in the economy, such as changes in interest rates, the value of the currency, the inflation 
rate, government policies, tax rates, and the Reserve Bank’s policies, amongst others.

• Liquidity risk: The liquidity of a security (whether a share or income instrument) is a function of its trading volume. A compression in the volume of securities 
available for trade could affect the manager’s ability to transact, which in turn, could lead to substantial losses for the fund.

• Third party operational risk: The Fund’s operations depend on third parties. The operational failure of a third-party may have an adverse effect on investors.

RISKS ASSOCIATED WITH INVESTING IN EQUITIES

• Non-diversification risk: The Fund aims at minimising company-specific risks through diversification. However, at times, a particular sector may comprise a 
sizeable proportion of the Fund’s total assets and expose it to the risk of non-diversification.

• Corporate performance risk: When determining the intrinsic value of a company, we attribute a certain level of future operational performance for this 
company.

• However, the company might not perform as per our expectations and this could negatively impact the share price and thus our fund. In the event of a company 
default, the owners of the company’s shares rank last in terms of any financial payment from that company and may receive nothing upon liquidation.

• Derivatives risk: The use of derivatives may increase the overall risk in the Fund by multiplying the effect of both gains and losses.

RISKS ASSOCIATED WITH INVESTING IN INCOME INSTRUMENTS

• Market / interest rate risk: Fluctuations in the market value of the securities in which this Fund invests may have a negative impact on the fund. The income 
instruments are likely to be especially sensitive to changes in interest rates or changes in market participants’ expectations of how interest rates will change  
in future.

• Credit risk: There is a risk that certain corporate and other counterparties with whom the manager invests or through whom the manager transacts run into 
financial difficulty, and are unable to honour their commitments in full, which will lead to a potential loss of capital.

• Loss of purchasing power of capital: There is a risk that in a high inflation environment, the securities in the Fund may appreciate at a rate lower than the 
inflation rate, and as such, the purchasing power of an investor’s capital may decline.

RISKS ASSOCIATED WITH INVESTING IN INTERNATIONAL MARKETS

• Foreign currency risk: This Fund invests a proportion of its capital in stocks, which are priced in foreign currencies, and is thus exposed to the risk of currency 
movement. Therefore, the value of the fund is affected by any changes in the value of foreign currencies relative to the South African Rand.

• Country and political risk: This Fund invests in stocks listed both in developed and emerging markets, across multiple jurisdictions. This gives rise to potential 
macroeconomic risks, political risks, different tax regime implications, settlement risks and the potential limitation on the availability of market information. 
There are risks associated with the potential deteriorating relationships between countries, which may lead to the potential of freezing of overseas financial 
assets and the introduction of extraordinary exchange controls. The risk also exists that a country defaults on its financial obligations to its funders. All of the 
above could adversely affect the value of the fund.

RISKS ASSOCIATED WITH INVESTING IN SHARI’AH INVESTMENTS

• An investment has to meet certain quantitative and qualitative criteria in order to qualify as a Shari’ah compliant investment. If an investment subsequently fails 
to meet all these requirements then the fund will be forced to exit this position, notwithstanding the investments’ attractiveness relative to our intrinsic value.

RELATIVE PERFORMANCE RISK

• The Funds may from time to time perform significantly differently to their benchmark.

The information contained within this document has been prepared by Element Investment Managers (Pty) Ltd, does not constitute financial advice  
as contemplated in terms of the Financial Advisory and Intermediary Services Act, and should be read in conjunction with the MDD and Upfront  
Disclosure Document. Use of or reliance on this information is at own risk. Independent professional financial advice should be sought before making an 
investment decision.
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